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Special Limited price of $0.99 (80% off), book returns to full Price in a few days! Get both trilogies

for less than 2$. The first UiF Trilogy: .com/dp/B0713T53TSSecrets Revealed. Powers Unlocked.

An Alliance is Born.Ten thousand years ago, the Furies nearly exterminated all life in the universe

before being defeated by a coalition of worlds led by the Olympians.Or so everyone thought.Now

they&apos;re back, and a new reign of terror has begun.As a matter of principle, my books are DRM

Free
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As you'll see from the reviews of each book below, I think this is a really wonderful series. If you're

new to it then you do need to start with books 1-3 (luckily also available in a reduced price

collection), but I can pretty much guarantee you'll get hooked and will want to read this next

trilogy.Now comes simple math. Individually each of these books sells for $3.99. This trilogy

collection sells for 99Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â¢. That means that if you haven't read any of the three books here

the trilogy is a bargain. If you've not read all three it's s steal.The books range in their ratings (all at

least 4 stars). Collectively at the reduced price they are easily a 5 star bargain.Here are those

promised reviews:The Beginning of the End - Book 4:This has been a wild ride of a series, epic



space opera on a grand scale with Greek mythology mixed in but somehow really working together

beautifully. The Beginning of the End keeps things going perfectly. The plot and characters

increasingly layered and complex, the adventure full of twists and turns, losses and victories. The

writing consistently excellent. I'm having a ball with the Universe in Flames and this particular book,

which is highly recommended.Rise of the Ultra Fury - Book 5:It's really incredible how the layers of

complexity in both plot and characters keep going on hyper-drive in the fantastic mashup of grand

sci fi space opera and Greek mythology that is Universe in Flame. Here we have Sarah's pregnancy

and Chase's near death in the underworld while Ryonna is desperately searching for her

brother-in-law - needed as the Furies massive space fleet (how often do you see THAT mix??) is

gonna put the whammy on the Earth Alliance. That enough for you? There's plenty more where it

comes from. I frankly don't know how Christian Kallias can pull it off so well yet keep the series -

and this book - going so strong in a fundamentally fun way. But somehow he does it, so once again

for a book in this series, this one is highly recommended.Shadows of Olympus - Book 6:OMG.

Asgardians and Olympians (we are talking Zeus here, folks) in a Space Opera of epic scale as the

Earth Alliance fends off annihilation by the freakin' Furies. How often can a write something like that

- and actually be referring to a series and, here it's most recent book, Shadows of Olympus, as a

really well written and highly enjoyable work that's not remotely some sort of a spoof or farce? Yes

indeed, Christian Kallias is a master at this stuff. High adventure plus wonderfully developed

characters. Thrills, defeats an victories. Overwhelmingly fun - and highly recommended.

Continuing with the difficult and hostile family dynamic between Chase and Argos, Chase is now

given the ultimatum to join his people in conquering the universe or be forever declared an enemy.

Chase was concerned about the potential strength of so many Furies united together, when just

fighting his brother ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ an individual Fury -- had been almost impossible. He felt

overwhelmed and hopeless. But somehow, he must gather his inner strength, rely on his friends and

allies, and overcome his own fears. He must pull on his own developing powers to fight them. He

canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t let this destruction happen!With the guidance of Ares, Chase seeks the light

inside himself. Though very small, he focuses on it, trying to unleash his power. His own thoughts

could make it real if he could just believe it; but the fear and destruction kept hammering in his mind,

distracting him from what he had to do. As with each one of us, our own worst enemy is ourself, the

most difficult of all to overcome.Ares gave him visions of a possible future outcome, with the

warning that whatever happened in the vision would affect the reality of the real world. Sarah and

his child depended on him to save them ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ their death in the vision was imminent;



and the universe waited to see if he would be empowered to find a way to rise and face the threat.

With a roar of anger, his power surged through him and he took on the five Furies who attacked his

family. The power continued to swell. Maybe at last there was hope?More incredible action

sequences come to play in this portion of the Universe in Flames Trilogy! Shocking twists and turns,

fast pacing, and edge-of-your-seat suspense keeps the reader plowing forward in a universe of

danger and excitement! The blend of ancient gods and goddesses juxtaposed with futuristic space

travel creates a unique world for the reader to explore and experience. It is truly incredible and the

excellent writing really does fully draw the reader into the story and realism. If you read no other

such book, grab up your copies of this series and stay with it! It is amazing and you will love every

exciting minute of it!

Kindle UnlimitedThe Trilogy edition contains the second set of 3 books of the Universe in Flames

saga: The Beginning of the End, Rise of the Ultra Fury & Shadows of Olympus in one eBook. This

version contains the latest edits and proofreads from the series with a new cover. As a matter of

principle, my books are DRM Free.Earth Last Sanctuary (Universe in Flames Book 1) Fury to the

Stars (Universe in Flames Book 2) Destination Oblivion (Universe in Flames Book 3) The Beginning

of the End (Universe in Flames Book 4) Rise of the Ultra Fury (Universe in Flames Book 5)

Shadows of Olympus (Universe in Flames Book 6) Armageddon Unleashed (Universe in Flames

Book 7) Twilight of the Gods (Universe in Flames Book 8)The First Universe in Flames Trilogy

(Books 1 to 3): Earth - Last Sanctuary, Fury to the Stars & Destination Oblivion (UiF Space

Opera)The Second Universe in Flames Trilogy (Books 4 to 6): The Beginning of the End, Rise of the

Ultra Fury & Shadows of Olympus (UiF Space Opera Book 2)

With the second half trilogy (books 4 - 6) of Universe In Flames, Kallias has established a new level

of excellence in sci-fi writing. Whether it is character background development, complex plot twists

or totally out of the box story lines, Kallias delivers the greatest writing performance tbis

century!There have been some great series of books made into movies in the past fifty years with

the Star Wars series, the Harry Potter series and the J.R. Tolkien series of books, but none of these

will hold a candle to the Universe In Flames series when it hits the silver screen. Never has a series

of books grabbed my attention as this series and I doubt that we will ever see another. 5 stars worth

of kudos (because they don't let us award 6 stars) to Kallias!
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Fury & Shadows of Olympus (UiF Space Opera Book 2) The First Universe in Flames Trilogy

(Books 1 to 3): Earth - Last Sanctuary, Fury to the Stars & Destination Oblivion (UiF Space Opera)
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